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Chapter 2 (chapter 6  in the book – The System Unit) 

 

Multiple Choice ( book ) 

 

This container houses most of the electrical components for a computer system. 

carrier package system board system unit TV tuner 
Similar to notebooks, this system unit specializes in on-the-go Web browsing and e-mail access. 

chassis desktop media center netbook 
Computers can only recognize this type of electronic signal. 

analog bus digital maximum 
The main or motherboard is also known as the: 

computer board processor mobile system system board 
How many bytes can a 32-bit-word computer access at one time? 

1 4 8 16 
In a microcomputer system, the central processing unit is contained on a single: 

bus chip module RAM 
This type of memory divides large programs into parts and stores the parts on a secondary storage 
device. 

direct expanded random-access virtual 
Also known as NIC, this adapter card is used to connect a computer to a: 

AIA expansion graphics network 
This provides a pathway to connect parts of the CPU to each other. 

bus Plug and Play wired wireless 
Older ports that have largely been replaced by faster, more flexible ports are called: 

buses expandable legacy rendered 
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Multiple Choice ( Web Only ) 

 

This type of system unit is designed to be placed either horizontally or vertically. 

desktop notebook smartphone tablet pc 
A slate computer is a type of: 

desktop notebook smartphone tablet PC 
The binary system consists of only two digits: 0 or 1, called a: 

bit byte character number 
Chips are mounted on carrier: 

chips circuits packages process 
The number of times the CPU can fetch and process data or instructions in one second is known as 
its: 

bus clock speed cycle rate frequency rate 
These chips hold the program (sequence of instructions) and data that the CPU is presently 
processing. 

card Flash RAM ROM 
These chips have information stored in them that cannot be changed by the user. 

card Flash RAM ROM 
The expansion card that converts traditional TV signals so that they can be displayed on a computer 
monitor. 

bus converter digital converter TV tuner direct video 
The number of bits that can travel simultaneously down a bus is known as the: 

bus width byte path digital width slate distance 
A socket for external devices to connect to the system unit. 

chip dock port slot 

 


